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1. Did you watch the VP debate? Your thoughts?

2. The dueling “Town Halls” Did you watch either or both? Was 
Savannah Guthrie’s comments appropriate or disrespectful to 
President Trump (Crazy Uncle)? 

3. Who won the final debate? Did anyone’s chances improve?

4. Do you believe the polls are accurate this time?

5. Will the endorsement of Obama help Biden more than it helped 
Hillary?

6. Is the political literature you get in the mail or yard signs, helpful 
or just annoying?

7. When do you think the winner of the election will be officially 
announced?

8. Are you expecting violence after the election, no matter wins?

9. Your thoughts on the Senate hearing for prospective Supreme 
Court Justice, Amy Coney Barrett?

10. Should Justice Barrett recuse herself if the Supreme Court 
has to decide the election?

11. Is Operation “Warp Speed” to develop a vaccine, cutting 
some corners which may cause the vaccine to be less safe?

12. The WHO has said that once there is a vaccine “The first 
priority is to vaccinate some people in all countries, rather than all 
people in some countries” Do you agree?



13. If America develops the vaccine first, should we share it 
before all Americans that want the vaccine get it?  What about if 
another country has the first vaccine?

14. When a vaccine is developed, who should get it first?  Health 
care workers, Essential Workers, Black Americans (2/3 higher than 
Whites or Asians), High risk groups such as elderly, prisoners, 
children, poor that can’t afford the cost.

15. What is your confidence level in Dr. Atlas as the main 
advisor to President Trump on Covid 19?

16. Why is President Trump discrediting Dr. Fauci?

17. Did President Trump encourage the Michigan militia action 
against the Governor Whitmer? If so, is he complicit in the crime?

18. Should Disneyland and Legoland be allowed to open?

19. Have you been watching the World Series?


